Development | San Francisco, USA

Our Purpose

Small business makes the world go round – it’s the heart of the global economy. At Xero we want millions of small businesses to thrive through beautiful software, advice and connections. We aim to make being a small business more efficient and profitable, and more enjoyable too.

How you’ll make an impact

You will be responsible for building a new category of revenue generating financial services products for Xero in collaboration with leading global financial institutions. You will advance Xero’s technical and product capabilities, by adopting relevant technologies, and designing new systems to support these products.

The Financial Web - Xero

What you’ll do

- Engage with product owner to interpret user stories & breakdown into tasks
- Deliver demonstrable code every sprint with a tight focus on end delivery
- Write test automation & deployment scripts for continuous delivery from coding to production
- Work with architects to design new components and systems
- Design and implement ways to deliver data products,
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- Collaborate with other product teams across time zones as necessary
- Push the boundaries by introducing new technologies, ideas, and patents

**Success looks like**

- Delivering quality code into production with a relentless focus on increasing productivity
- Code is delivered and deployed via continuous delivery
- New components and systems are not over designed yet reasonably future proof
- Code is well supported, continually enhanced and fixed as necessary
- Effective relationships with primary and tertiary product and technology teams
- Respect and appreciation from internal/external customers for a professionalism & competencies
- Constant learning demonstrated in increased productivity, and thought leadership

**What you'll bring with you**

- 5+ yrs in developing quality software
- 2+ yrs in writing testable code & test automation
- Delivering projects from inception to launch
- Technology thought leadership
- Skunkworks, experimental side projects
- Write performant, scalable, resilient code
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- C#, .Net, JS, SQL, HTML, AWS Analytics, ES6, React, Webpack, Nodejs, Sass
- Test automation
- Analytical skills, learning ability
- Collaboration & communication skills
- Degree in computer science or equivalent

Xero is an Equal Opportunity Employer.